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SINGLE PLANE SPANNING MODE ACROSS INDEPENDENTLY
DRIVEN DISPLAYS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. §119(e) to U.S.

Provisional Patent Application No. 60/858,741, filed on November 13, 2006 entitled

"MULTIPLE LAYER DISPLAYS AND THEIR USE IN GAMING MACHINES",

and U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/986,995, filed on November 9, 2007

entitled "SINGLE PLANE SPANNING MODE ACROSS INDEPENDENTLY

DRIVEN DISPLAYS", both of which are incorporated by reference for all purposes.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates generally to processor-based devices having

multi-layer displays and more specifically the presentation of images displayed on

each screen of a multi-layer display device.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Display technologies have progressed at a rapid rate in recent years, with

the advent of plasma displays, flat panel displays, three-dimensional ("3-D")

simulating displays and the like. Such advanced displays can be used for televisions,

monitors, and various other electronics and processor-based devices. Processor-based

gaming machines adapted to administer a wager-based game are but one particular

example of the kind of specialized electronic devices that can benefit from the use of

such new and improved display technologies.

[0004] Recent advances in such display technologies include the development of

displays having multiple layers of screens that are "stacked" or otherwise placed in

front or back of each other to provide an overall improved visual presentation on a

single combined display unit. Examples of such multi-layer displays include those

that are commercially available from PureDepth, Inc. of Redwood City, California.

The PureDepth technology incorporates two or more liquid crystal display ("LCD")

screens into one physically combined display unit, where each LCD screen is

separately addressable to provide separate or coordinated images between the LCD

screens. Many of the PureDepth display systems include a high-brightened backlight,



a rear image panel, such an active matrix color LCD, a diffuser, a refractor, and a

front image plane, which devices are laminated to form a device "stack."

[0005] The basic nature of a multi-layer display using stacked screens strongly

encourages at least some form of coordination between the various images on the

multiple screens. While various images on each separate screen might be clear and

comprehensible if each screen were used separately in a traditional single screen

display format, independent, uncoordinated, and unsynchronized images and/or text

on these screens when stacked together can result in an unintelligible mess to a

viewer. Such independent and uncoordinated images and/or text tend to obscure or

completely block each other in numerous locations, making the combined visual

presentation dark and largely unreadable.

SUMMARY

[0006] The invention relates to multi-layer display devices and provides for the

presentation of images to be displayed on each screen or other display of a multi-layer

display device using one combined in-plane video image. This allows a single video

card, processor, or other logic device to be used with the combined in-plane video

image for a multi-layer display device without requiring the images to be

synchronized or coordinated due to the use of multiple video cards, processors, or

logic devices.

[0007] In one embodiment, a multi-layer display device may have a first display

screen having a first resolution and adapted to present a first visual image thereon, a

second display screen having a second resolution and adapted to present a second

visual image thereon, the second display screen arranged relative to the first display

screen such that a common line of sight passes through a portion of the first display

screen to a portion of the second display screen, and a logic device configured to

communicate with the first display screen and the second display screen and

configured to receive a combined single visual image for display on the first and

second display screens, the combined visual image having a first portion

corresponding to the first visual image to be displayed on the first display screen and

a second portion corresponding to the second visual image to be displayed on the

second display screen, wherein the logic device is configured to transmit the first

visual image to the first display screen and the second visual image to the second

display screen.



[0008] In another embodiment, a method for presenting images in a multi-layer

display device having a first display screen and a second display screen may comprise

creating a combined single plane image, the single plane image having a first image

portion corresponding to images to be displayed on the first display screen and a

second image portion corresponding to images to be displayed on the second display

screen, transmitting the first image portion to the first display screen, and transmitting

the second image portion to the second display screen.

[0009] Other methods, features and advantages of the invention will be or will

become apparent to one with skill in the art upon examination of the following figures

and detailed description. It is intended that all such additional methods, features and

advantages be included within this description, be within the scope of the invention,

and be protected by the accompanying claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated into and constitute a

part of this specification, illustrate one or more example embodiments and, together

with the description of example embodiments, serve to explain the principles and

implementations .

[0011] FIG. IA illustrates in partial perspective and cut-away view an exemplary

device having a multi-layer display with two display screens.

[0012] FIG. IB illustrates in partial perspective and cut-away view an exemplary

wager-based gaming machine having a multi-layer display with three display screens.

[0013] FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate perspective views of an exemplary gaming

machine.

[0014] FIG. 2C illustrates in block diagram format an exemplary control

configuration for use in a gaming machine according to various embodiments of the

present invention.

[0015] FIG. 3 illustrates in block diagram format an exemplary network

infrastructure for providing a gaming system having one or more gaming machines

according to one embodiment of the present invention.

[0016] FIGS. 4A through 4C illustrate exemplary single plane spanning

techniques for the presentation of images displayed on each screen of a multi-layer

display device according to various embodiments of the present invention.

[0017] FIG. 5A illustrates an exemplary video output on a single display screen in

a horizontal spanning mode.



[0018] FIG. 5B illustrates the exemplary video output of FIG. 5A on a multi-layer

display device.

[0019] FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrate an exemplary pointer when images from the

combined in-plane video space are viewed in a horizontal spanning mode according to

one embodiment of the present invention.

[0020] FIG. 7 illustrates a flowchart of an exemplary method for presenting

images displayed on each screen of a multi-layer display device according to one

embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0021] Embodiments are described herein in the context of a single plane

spanning mode to be used across multiple display screens of a multi-layer display

device. The following detailed description is illustrative only and is not intended to

be in any way limiting. Other embodiments will readily suggest themselves to such

skilled persons having the benefit of this disclosure. Reference will now be made in

detail to implementations as illustrated in the accompanying drawings. The same

reference indicators will be used throughout the drawings and the following detailed

description to refer to the same or like parts.

[0022] In this application, numerous specific details are set forth in order to

provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. However, the present

invention may be practiced without some or all of these specific details. In other

instances, well known process steps have not been described in detail in order not to

obscure the present invention.

[0023] Reference will now be made in detail to some specific examples of the

invention, including the best modes contemplated by the inventor for carrying out the

invention. Examples of these specific embodiments are illustrated in the

accompanying drawings. While the invention is described in conjunction with these

specific embodiments, it will be understood that it is not intended to limit the

invention to the described embodiments. On the contrary, it is intended to cover

alternatives, modifications, and equivalents as may be included within the spirit and

scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.

[0024] Similarly, the steps of the methods shown and described herein are not

necessarily all performed (and in some implementations are not performed) in the

order indicated. Moreover, some implementations of the methods discussed herein

may include more or fewer steps than those shown or described.



Multi-Layer Displays

[0025] A general overview of multi-layer displays will first be provided. FIGS.

IA and IB illustrate exemplary devices having multi-layer displays. FIG. IA shows a

generic device 1 having a multi-layer display with two display screens 18a, 18c

positioned front-to-back, while FIG. I B shows a wager-based gaming machine 10

having a multi-layer display with three display screens 18a, 18b, 18c positioned front-

to-back. A predetermined spatial distance "D" separates display screens for the multi

layer displays. This predetermined distance, D, represents the distance from the

display surface of display screen 18a to the display surface of an adjacent display

screen (18b in FIG IB or 18c in FIG IA). This distance D may be adapted as desired

by a multi-layer display manufacturer. In one embodiment, the display screens are

positioned adjacent to each other such that only a thickness of the display screens

separates the display surfaces. In this case, the distance D depends on the thickness of

the exterior display screen. In a specific embodiment, distance "D" is selected to

minimize spatial perception of interference patterns between the screens. Distance D

can be adapted to improve perception of a three-dimensional display. Spatially

separating the screens 18a and 18c allows a person to perceive actual depth between

visual output on display screen 18a and visual output on rear display screen 18c.

[0026] Layered display devices (i.e., multi-layer displays) may be described

according to their position along a common line of sight 2 relative to a viewer 3 . As

the terms are used herein, 'proximate' refers to a display screen that is closer to a

person, along a common line of sight (such as 2 in FIG. IA), than another display

screen. Conversely, 'distal' refers to a display screen that is farther from a person,

along the common line of sight 2, than another. While the layered displays of FIGS.

IA and IB are shown set back from a touch screen 26, it will be understood that this

is for illustrative purposes, such that the exterior display screen 18a may be closer to

touch screen 26. Further, in some embodiments a touch screen may not be included,

such that outer viewing surface 26 can merely be glass, plastic or another see-through

material comprising a covering component. In other embodiments, no covering

component 26 is provided, and the proximate display screen from the multi-layer

display may be directly exposed to a viewer.

[0027] Under the control of an associated display processor, which may store

visual data and/or also facilitate the transmission of display signals, display devices or

screens 18a, 18b, 18c generate visual images and information for display to a person



or player 3 . The proximate display devices 18a and 18b each have the capacity to be

partially or completely transparent or translucent. In a specific embodiment, the

relatively flat and thin display devices 18a and 18b are LCDs. Other display

technologies are also suitable for use. Various companies have developed relatively

flat display devices that have the capacity to be transparent or translucent. One such

company is Uni-Pixel Displays, Inc. of Houston Texas, which sells display screens

that employ time multiplex optical shutter ("TMOS") technology. This TMOS

display technology includes: (a) selectively controlled pixels that shutter light out of a

light guidance substrate by violating the light guidance conditions of the substrate and

(b) a system for repeatedly causing such violation in a time multiplex fashion. The

display screens that embody TMOS technology are inherently transparent and they

can be switched to display colors in any pixel area.

[0028] A transparent OLED may also be used. An electroluminescent display

may also be suitable for use with proximate display devices 18a and 18b. Also, Planar

Systems Inc. of Beaverton, Oregon and Samsung, of Korea, both produce several

display devices that are suitable for the uses described herein and that can be

translucent or transparent. Kent Displays Inc. of Kent, Ohio also produces

Cholesteric LCD display devices that operate as a light valve and/or a monochrome

LCD panel. Other multi-layer display devices are discussed in detail in co-pending

U.S. Patent Application No. 11/514,808, entitled "Gaming Machine With Layered

Displays," filed September 1, 2006, which is incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety and for all purposes.

[0029] Regardless of the exact technology used, LCD or otherwise, it will be

readily appreciated that each display screen or device 18a, 18b, 18c is generally

adapted to present a graphical display thereupon based upon one or more display

signals. While each display screen 18a, 18b, 18c is generally able to make its own

separate visual presentation to a viewer, two or more of these display screens are

positioned (i.e., "stacked") in the multi-layer display such that the various graphical

displays on each screen are combined for a single visual presentation to a viewer.

[0030] The layered display screens 18 may be used in a variety of manners to

present visual images to a user or player. In some cases, video data and other visual

images displayed on the display devices 18a and 18c are positioned such that the

images do not overlap (that is, the images are not superimposed). In other instances,

the images do overlap. It should also be appreciated that the images displayed on the



display screen can fade-in fade out, pulsate, move between screens, and perform other

inter-screen graphics to create additional affects, if desired.

[0031] In another specific embodiment, layered display screens or devices 18

provide 3-D effects. Generic device 1 or gaming machine 10 may use a combination

of virtual 3-D graphics on any one of the display screens - in addition to 3-D graphics

obtained using the different depths of the layered display devices. Virtual 3-D

graphics on a single screen typically involve shading, highlighting and perspective

techniques that selectively position graphics in an image to create the perception of

depth. These virtual 3-D image techniques cause the human eye to perceive depth in

an image even though there is no real depth (the images are physically displayed on a

single display screen, which is relatively thin). Also, the predetermined distance, D

(between display screens for the layered display devices) facilitates the creation of 3-

D effects having a real depth between the layered display devices. 3-D presentation

of graphic components may then use a combination of: a) virtual 3-D graphics

techniques on one or more of the multiple screens; b) the depths between the layered

display devices; and c) combinations thereof. The multiple display devices may each

display their own graphics and images, or cooperate to provide coordinated visual

output. Objects and graphics in an overall visual presentation may then appear on any

one or multiple of the display devices, where graphics or objects on the proximate

screen(s) can block the view of graphics or objects on the distal screen(s), depending

on the position of the viewer relative to the screens. This provides actual perspective

between the graphical objects, which represents a real-life component of 3-D

visualization (and not just perspective virtually created on a single screen).

[0032] Other effects and details may be used with respect to such multi-layer

displays and their respective devices and systems, and it will be readily appreciated

that such other effects and details may also be present with respect to the invention

disclosed herein to be used with multi-layer displays, as may be suitable. In addition,

although embodiments of multi-layer displays having two and three display screens

have been presented and discussed, it will be readily appreciated that further display

screens may be added to the multi-layer display in a similar manner. Such multi-layer

displays could potentially have four, five or even more display screens arranged front-

to-back in a relatively stacked arrangement, as in the case of the illustrated

embodiments having two and three display screens.



Gaming Machines and Systems

[0033] Referring next to FIGS. 2A and 2B, an exemplary processor-based gaming

machine is illustrated in perspective view. Gaming machine 10 includes a top box 11

and a main cabinet 12, which generally surrounds the machine interior (not shown)

and is viewable by users. This top box and/or main cabinet can together or separately

form an exterior housing adapted to contain a plurality of internal gaming machine

components therein. Main cabinet 12 includes a main door 20 on the front of the

gaming machine, which preferably opens to provide access to the gaming machine

interior. Attached to the main door are typically one or more player-input switches or

buttons 21, which collectively form a button panel, one or more money or credit

acceptors, such as a coin acceptor 22 and a bill or ticket validator 23, a coin tray 24,

and a belly glass 25. Viewable through main door 20 is a primary display monitor 26

adapted to present a game and one or more information panels 27. The primary

display monitor 26 will typically be a cathode ray tube, high resolution flat-panel

LCD, plasma/LED display or other conventional or other type of appropriate monitor.

Alternatively, a plurality of gaming reels can be used as a primary gaming machine

display in place of display monitor 26, with such gaming reels preferably being

electronically controlled, as will be readily appreciated by one skilled in the art.

[0034] Top box 11, which typically rests atop of the main cabinet 12, may contain

a ticket dispenser 28, a key pad 29, one or more additional displays 30, a card reader

31, one or more speakers 32, a top glass 33, one or more cameras 34, and a secondary

display monitor 35, which can similarly be a cathode ray tube, a high resolution flat-

panel LCD, a plasma/LED display or any other conventional or other type of

appropriate monitor. Alternatively, secondary display monitor 35 might also be

foregone in place of other displays, such as gaming reels or physical dioramas that

might include other moving components, such as, for example, one or more movable

dice, a spinning wheel or a rotating display. It will be understood that many makes,

models, types and varieties of gaming machines exist, that not every such gaming

machine will include all or any of the foregoing items, and that many gaming

machines will include other items not described above.

[0035] With respect to the basic gaming abilities provided, it will be readily

understood that gaming machine 10 may be adapted for presenting and playing any of

a number of gaming events, particularly games of chance involving a player wager

and potential monetary payout, such as, for example, a wager on a sporting event or



general play as a slot machine game, a keno game, a video poker game, a video

blackjack game, and/or any other video table game, among others. Other features and

functions may also be used in association with gaming machine 10, and it is

specifically contemplated that the present invention can be used in conjunction with

such a gaming machine or device that might encompass any or all such additional

types of features and functions. In various preferred embodiments, gaming machine

10 can be adapted to present a video simulation of a reel based game involving a

plurality of gaming reels.

[0036] Although a generic gaming machine 10 has been illustrated in FIG. 2A, it

will be readily appreciated that such a wager-based gaming machine can include a

multi-layer display, such as that shown in FIG. IA and illustrated in Fig. 2B. With

reference to Fig. 2B, the gaming machine of Fig. 2A is illustrated in perspective view

with its main door opened. In addition to the various exterior items described above,

such as top box 11, main cabinet 12 and primary displays 18, gaming machine 10 may

also comprise a variety of internal components. As will be readily understood by

those skilled in the art, gaming machine 10 may contain a variety of locks and

mechanisms, such as main door lock 36 and latch 37. Internal portions of coin

acceptor 22 and bill or ticket scanner 23 can also be seen, along with the physical

meters associated with these peripheral devices. Processing system 50 may include

computer architecture, as will be discussed in further detail below.

[0037] When a person wishes to play a gaming machine 10, he or she provides

coins, cash or a credit device to a scanner included in the gaming machine. The

scanner may comprise a bill scanner or a similar device configured to read printed

information on a credit device such as a paper ticket or magnetic scanner that reads

information from a plastic card. The credit device may be stored in the interior of the

gaming machine. During interaction with the gaming machine, the person views game

information using a display. Usually, during the course of a game, a player is required

to make a number of decisions that affect the outcome of the game. The player makes

these choices using a set of player-input switches. A game ends with the gaming

machine providing an outcome to the person, typically using one or more of the

displays.

[0038] After the player has completed interaction with the gaming machine, the

player may receive a portable credit device from the machine that includes any credit

resulting from interaction with the gaming machine. By way of example, the portable



credit device may be a ticket having a dollar value produced by a printer within the

gaming machine. A record of the credit value of the device may be stored in a

memory device provided on a gaming machine network (e.g., a memory device

associated with validation terminal and/or processing system in the network). Any

credit on some devices may be used for further games on other gaming machines 10.

Alternatively, the player may redeem the device at a designated change booth or pay

machine.

[0039] Gaming machine 10 can be used to play any primary game, bonus game,

progressive or other type of game. Other wagering games can enable a player to cause

different events to occur based upon how hard the player pushes on a touch screen.

For example, a player could cause reels or objects to move faster by pressing harder

on the exterior touch screen. In these types of games, the gaming machine can enable

the player to interact in the 3D by varying the amount of pressure the player applies to

a touch screen.

[0040] As indicated above, gaming machine 10 also enables a person to view

information and graphics generated on one display screen while playing a game that is

generated on another display screen. Such information and graphics can include game

paytables, game-related information, entertaining graphics, background, history or

game theme-related information or information not related to the game, such as

advertisements. The gaming machine can display this information and graphics

adjacent to a game, underneath or behind a game or on top of a game. For example, a

gaming machine could display paylines on a proximate display screen and also

display a reel game on a distal display screen, and the paylines could fade in and fade

out periodically.

[0041] A gaming machine includes one or more processors and memory that

cooperate to output games and gaming interaction functions from stored memory.

Fig. 2C illustrates a block diagram of a control configuration for use in a gaming

machine. Processor 332 is a microprocessor or microcontroller-based platform that is

capable of causing a display system 18 to output data such as symbols, cards, images

of people, characters, places, and objects which function in the gaming device.

Processor 332 may include a commercially available microprocessor provided by a

variety of vendors known to those of skill in the art. Gaming machine 10 may also

include one or more application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or other

hardwired devices. Furthermore, although the processor 332 and memory device 334



reside on each gaming machine, it is possible to provide some or all of their functions

at a central location such as a network server for communication to a playing station

such as over a local area network (LAN), wide area network (WAN), Internet

connection, microwave link, and the like.

[0042] Memory 334 may include one or more memory modules, flash memory or

another type of conventional memory that stores executable programs that are used by

the processing system to control components in a layered display system and to

perform steps and methods as described herein. Memory 334 can include any suitable

software and/or hardware structure for storing data, including a tape, CD-ROM,

floppy disk, hard disk or any other optical or magnetic storage media. Memory 334

may also include a) random access memory (RAM) 340 for storing event data or other

data generated or used during a particular game and b) read only memory (ROM) 342

for storing program code that controls functions on the gaming machine such as

playing a game.

[0043] A player may use one or more input devices 338, such as a pull arm, play

button, bet button or cash out button to input signals into the gaming machine. One or

more of these functions could also be employed on a touch screen. In such

embodiments, the gaming machine includes a touch screen controller 16a that

communicates with a video controller 346 or processor 332. A player can input

signals into the gaming machine by touching the appropriate locations on the touch

screen.

[0044] Processor 332 communicates with and/or controls other elements of

gaming machine 10. For example, this includes providing audio data to sound card

336, which then provides audio signals to speakers 330 for audio output. Any

commercially available sound card and speakers are suitable for use with gaming

machine 10. Processor 332 is also connected to a currency acceptor 326 such as the

coin slot or bill acceptor. Processor 332 can operate instructions that require a player

to deposit a certain amount of money in order to start the game.

[0045] Although the processing system shown in Fig. 2C is one specific

processing system, it is by no means the only processing system architecture on which

embodiments described herein can be implemented. Regardless of the processing

system configuration, it may employ one or more memories or memory modules

configured to store program instructions for gaming machine network operations and

operations associated with layered display systems described herein. Such memory or



memories may also be configured to store player interactions, player interaction

information, and other instructions related to steps described herein, instructions for

one or more games played on the gaming machine, etc.

[0046] Because such information and program instructions may be employed to

implement the systems/methods described herein, the present invention relates to

machine-readable media that include program instructions, state information, etc. for

performing various operations described herein. Examples of machine-readable media

include, but are not limited to, magnetic media such as hard disks, floppy disks, and

magnetic tape; optical media such as CD-ROM disks; magneto-optical media such as

floptical disks; and hardware devices that are specially configured to store and

perform program instructions, such as read-only memory devices (ROM) and random

access memory (RAM). The invention may also be embodied in a carrier wave

traveling over an appropriate medium such as airwaves, optical lines, electric lines,

etc. Examples of program instructions include both machine code, such as produced

by a compiler, and files containing higher-level code that may be executed by the

computer using an interpreter.

[0047] The processing system may offer any type of primary game, bonus round

game or other game. In one embodiment, a gaming machine permits a player to play

two or more games on two or more display screens at the same time or at different

times. For example, a player can play two related games on two of the display screens

simultaneously. In another example, once a player deposits currency to initiate the

gaming device, the gaming machine allows a person to choose from one or more

games to play on different display screens. In yet another example, the gaming device

can include a multi-level bonus scheme that allows a player to advance to different

bonus rounds that are displayed and played on different display screens.

[0048] Also, as noted above, a wide variety of devices can be used with the

disclosed specialized multi-layer displays and systems, and such devices are not

limited to gaming machines. While such gaming machines will be further described

with respect to a gaming network or system, it will be readily appreciated that

alternative devices having multi-layer displays may also be included in a similar

network or system.

General Gaming Network And System Configurations

[0049] Continuing with FIG. 3, an exemplary network infrastructure for

providing a gaming system having one or more gaming machines is illustrated in



block diagram format. Exemplary gaming system 50 has one or more gaming

machines, various communication items, and a number of host-side components and

devices adapted for use within a gaming environment. As shown, one or more

gaming machines 10 adapted for use in gaming system 50 can be in a plurality of

locations, such as in banks on a casino floor or standing alone at a smaller non-

gaming establishment, as desired. Common bus 5 1 can connect one or more gaming

machines or devices to a number of networked devices on the gaming system 50, such

as, for example, a general-purpose server 60, one or more special-purpose servers 61,

a sub-network of peripheral devices 80, and/or a database 70.

[0050] A general-purpose server 60 may be one that is already present within a

casino or other establishment for one or more other purposes beyond any monitoring

or administering involving gaming machines. Functions for such a general-purpose

server can include other general and game specific accounting functions, payroll

functions, general Internet and e-mail capabilities, switchboard communications, and

reservations and other hotel and restaurant operations, as well as other assorted

general establishment record keeping and operations. In some cases, specific gaming

related functions such as cashless gaming, downloadable gaming, player tracking,

remote game administration, video or other visual data transmission, or other types of

functions may also be associated with or performed by such a general-purpose server.

For example, such a server may contain various programs related to cashless gaming

administration, player tracking operations, specific player account administration,

remote game play administration, remote game player verification, remote gaming

administration, downloadable gaming administration, and/or visual image or video

data storage, transfer and distribution, and may also be linked to one or more gaming

machines, in some cases forming a network that includes all or many of the gaming

devices and/or machines within the establishment. Communications can then be

exchanged from each adapted gaming machine to one or more related programs or

modules on the general-purpose server.

[0051] In one embodiment, gaming system 50 contains one or more special-

purpose servers that can be used for various functions relating to the provision of

gaming machine administration and operation under the present methods and systems.

Such a special-purpose server or servers could include, for example, a cashless

gaming server, a player verification server, a general game server, a downloadable

games server, a specialized accounting server, and/or a visual image or video



distribution server, among others. Of course, these functions may all be combined

onto a single specialized server. Such additional special-purpose servers are desirable

for a variety of reasons, such as, for example, to lessen the burden on an existing

general-purpose server or to isolate or wall off some or all gaming machine

administration and operations data and functions from the general-purpose server and

thereby increase security and limit the possible modes of access to such operations

and information.

[0052] Alternatively, exemplary gaming system 50 can be isolated from any other

network at the establishment, such that a general-purpose server 60 is essentially

impractical and unnecessary. Under either embodiment of an isolated or shared

network, one or more of the special-purpose servers are preferably connected to sub

network 80, which might be, for example, a cashier station or terminal. Peripheral

devices in this sub-network may include, for example, one or more displays 81, one or

more user terminals 82, one or more printers 83, and one or more other input devices

84, such as a ticket validator or other security identifier, among others. Similarly,

under either embodiment of an isolated or shared network, at least the specialized

server 6 1 or another similar component within a general -purpose server 60 also

preferably includes a connection to a database or other suitable storage medium 70.

Database 70 is preferably adapted to store many or all files containing pertinent data

or information for a particular purpose, such as, for example, data regarding visual

image data, video clips, other displayable items, and/or related data, among other

potential items. Files, data and other information on database 70 can be stored for

backup purposes, and are preferably accessible at one or more system locations, such

as at a general-purpose server 60, a special purpose server 6 1 and/or a cashier station

or other sub-network location 80, as desired.

[0053] In some embodiments, one or both of general-purpose server 60 and

special purpose server 6 1 can be adapted to download various games and/or to

transmit video, visual images, or other display signals to one or more gaming

machines 10. Such downloaded games can include reel-based slots type games. Such

downloads of games or transmission of video, visual images, or other display signals

can occur based on a request or command from a player or a casino operator, or can

take place in an automated fashion by system 50, such as via a particular prompt or

trigger. In the event that display signals are transmitted, such display signals may

include one or more signals intended for use on a multi-layer display.



[0054] While gaming system 50 can be a system that is specially designed and

created new for use in a casino or gaming establishment, it is also possible that many

items in this system can be taken or adopted from an existing gaming system. For

example, gaming system 50 could represent an existing cashless gaming system to

which one or more of the inventive components or controller arrangements are added,

such as controllers, storage media, and/or other components that may be associated

with a dynamic display system adapted for use across multiple gaming machines and

devices. In addition to new hardware, new functionality via new software, modules,

updates or otherwise can be provided to an existing database 70, specialized server 6 1

and/or general-purpose server 60, as desired. Other modifications to an existing

system may also be necessary, as might be readily appreciated.

Single Plane Spanning Across Multiple Display Screens

[0055] As noted above, one problem that can be encountered with a typical multi

layer display device is the difficulty in viewing anything on the combined overall

visual presentation whenever the first, second and/or additional graphical or visual

displays on each of the individual screens are not coordinated or synchronized, or do

not otherwise readily permit the view of displays on each screen. That is, whenever

even one of the display screens within a stack of multi-layer display screens presents

its own images without regard to what might be on any of the other display screens, it

can be difficult or impossible to view anything at all.

[0056] FIGS. 4A through 4C illustrate exemplary single plane spanning

techniques for the presentation of images displayed on each screen of a multi-layer

display device. FIG. 4A illustrates a horizontal spanning mode and Fig. 4B illustrates

a vertical spanning mode. A combined in-plane video space 425 may have a first

portion 430 that may contain video data or other visual images to be displayed on a

corresponding front display screen and a second portion 435 that may contain video

data or other visual images to be displayed on a corresponding back display screen.

In this embodiment, a horizontal spanning mode is illustrated since the first portion

430 is positioned adjacent the second portion 435 in a side-by-side orientation.

Although only two portions representing two multi-layer display screens are shown

for purposes of illustration, it will be readily appreciated that images for one or more

additional display screens may also be provided on the combined in-plane video space

425. For example, combined in-plane video space 425 may include a third portion

(not shown) positioned in a side-by-side orientation adjacent the second portion 435



that may contain video data or other visual images to be displayed on a corresponding

third display screen.

[0057] The size of combined in-plane video space 425 may vary. Pixel

dimensions or the resolution may be matched to each multi-layer display screen size.

For example, if both the front and back display screens each have a 1820x1074

resolution, then combined single plane video space 425 may have a 3640x1074

resolution.

[0058] In one embodiment, this may enable the use of a single logic device or

controller 402 for the multi-layer displays as illustrated in Fig. 4C. Logic device may

be a processor, a programmable logic device, video card having dual output ports, or

the like. Screens 18 may be configured to communicate with a single controller 402.

Controller 402 may be configured to communicate with other logic devices, such as

processor 332. The display controller 402 may receive data and/or display signals

from the processor 332. The display controller 402 may also be in communication

with a video processor 406 to receive data and/or display signals such as video

graphic images to display on the display devices 18a, 18b. A more detailed

description of the controller 402 is also provided in co-pending patent application

serial number 11/858,849, filed September 20, 2007, entitled "Auto-blanking Screen

For Devices Having Multi-Layer Displays", which is hereby incorporated by

reference in its entirety for all purposes.

[0059] In one example, a single graphics chip may be used to drive both the front

display screen and the back display screen. In a specific embodiment, the combined

in-plane video space 425 may be programmed in Adobe Flash and implemented by an

nVIDIA GeForce graphics chipsets that provide "horizontal spanning" or "vertical

spanning".

[0060] Use of a single logic device or controller reduces cost and complexity for a

gaming machine or other electronic devices and may be used on a gaming machine or

other electronic device with very limited resources. Furthermore, use of a single

controller may allow for better graphic designs, as one single image and/or animation

may be designed and programmed to run natively according to the resolution of the

combined in-plane video space, which may be at the resolution of the front display

and/or the back display rather than designing two or more separate display images for

separate controllers to run each individual multi-layer display.



[0061] Combined in-plane video space 425 may allow a single video display

device (e.g., using a single video card, processor, and the like) to drive a 3-D display

device with multiple layer display panels. This combined in-plane video space 425

may assist in the development of the video or other visual image output for front and

back multi-layer displays since a single animation may be used. For example, only

one timing series or sequence need be created and maintained - rather than two

animations that need to be synchronized in time if the two displays were animated

using separate video cards, processors, or the like. This also allows games to be

developed using this single plane spanning technique where the video or other visual

image output of each section in the combined in-plane video space 425 may used to

drive a separate display.

[0062] Although first portion 430 and second portion 435 are arranged adjacent in

a side-by-side orientation in FIG. 4A, other arrangements are suitable for use. For

example, the first portion 430 may be positioned above the second portion 435 as

illustrated in FIG. 4B. In other words, similar results may also be achieved using

"vertical spanning" whereby the image could also wrap around from top to bottom

with the appropriate resolution settings. In another example, first portion 430 may be

positioned below second portion 435.

[0063] When displayed on the front and back display devices, the images may

wrap around on the two separate screens, albeit without knowledge or perception by a

person standing in front of the layered displays as illustrated in FIGS. 5A and 5B. In

one embodiment, the images from the combined in-plane video space 425 may be

transferred to a single display. This may allow a programmer, graphics artist,

maintenance personnel, or the like to easily view the images and design or service the

multi-layer display device.

[0064] FIG. 5A illustrates an exemplary video output of a display in a horizontal

spanning mode onto a single display screen. Although illustrated on a single display

screen, this embodiment is not intended to be limiting as the visual images may be

displayed among several display screens as illustrated with reference to FIG. 5B. In

another embodiment, the combined in-plane video space may be down-sampled to fit

a single display device (e.g., an LCD panel).

[0065] FIG. 5A illustrates a combined in-plane video space having images

resembling traditional mechanical reels. In one embodiment, first portion 430 may

transfer images corresponding to front display screen 18a, which includes transparent



window portions 15 that permit viewing of the virtual slot reels that are shown on the

second portion 435 or back display screen 18c. Second portion 430 may transfer

images corresponding to back display screen 18c which includes the video reel 125.

In another embodiment, the combined image may be transmitted and displayed on the

front display device. Should the image size exceed the resolution or size of the first

display device, the remaining images may wrap around to the back display device.

[0066] FIG. 5B illustrates the images from FIG. 5A as would be seen by a user in

a multi-layer display device. Front display screen 18a outputs video or other visual

image data that resembles a silk-screened glass, while the back display screen 18c

displays five video reels 125. Images on first portion 430 may correspond to images

displayed on front screen 18a and images on second portion 435 may correspond to

images displayed on back screen 18c.

[0067] Video data or other visual images provided to screen 18a and 18c is

configured such that a common line of sight passes through each window portion 15

of front display screen 18a to a video reel 125 of the back display screen 18c. Single

plane spanning of the images on the first portion 430 and second portion 435 allows a

user to simultaneously view the images on the multiple screens of a multi-layer

display device without requiring the images to be coordinated or synchronized, such

as when the images are provided separately by multiple video cards, processors, or

logic devices.

[0068] FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrate an exemplary pointer when images from the

combined in-plane video space are viewed in a horizontal spanning mode, such as in

FIGS. 5A and 5B. When the combined in-plane video space is used with a touch

screen, mouse, or any other input device, a difficulty with the software configuration

may be that movement of input on the touch screen may no longer match dimensions

of the combined in-plane video space. In other words, movement of a pointer 601 on

the touch screen 600 occurs in the resolution of the touch screen, which usually

matches the front display screen in a multi-layer display device. The term pointer

used herein is intended to be any type of indicator on a display screen, such as a

cursor. The input from the pointer may be received using any input device such as a

touch screen, mouse, keyboard, or any other similar device.

[0069] However, the combined in-plane video space includes double the

horizontal resolution of the front display 600. This mismatch distorts and ruins the



touch screen input since the user's actions are not accurately reflected in the output

image.

[0070] For example, as illustrated in FIG. 6A, a user 602 may want to move

pointer 601a in the direction of arrow A to the new location of pointer 601b within

first display portion 630. First display portion may correspond to images to be

displayed on a front display screen of a multi-layer display device. For exemplary

purposes only and not intended to be limiting, the resolution of the touch screen 600

may be 1680x840 and combined in-plane video space may have a resolution of

3360x840. Thus, the pointer 601a will move at twice its normal speed and the pointer

location 600c will end up displayed on second display portion 635 as illustrated in

FIG. 6B. Second display portion may correspond to images to be displayed on a back

display screen of a multi-layer display device

[0071] To correct for this mismatch, the pointer may be calibrated in order to

reduce its speed and/or movement. In one embodiment, the gaming machine stores

and uses a calibration routine that translates between the resolution differences of the

front display 630 and the combined in-plane video space. In some cases, this may

occur without altering the conventional operating system, such as Windows®. The

calibration software may then functionally reside between the input and the input to

the processor 332. More specifically, the calibration software may receive an input

from the touch screen display, mouse, or any other input device, alter the input to

match the combined in-plane video space resolution, and provide the new altered

pointer location to the operating system.

[0072] For example, the pointer 601a may move from its original position to a

first distance in a horizontal direction and a second distance in a vertical direction. As

the pointer 601a moves, the first distance may be reduced by a ratio of the first

display screen resolution and the resolution of the combined in-plane video space 425.

In this example, the first distance may be reduced by a factor of two or reduced to half

the distance since 1680/3360 = 1/2. In other words, the first distance may be reduced

by a ratio of the touch screen 600 resolution and the combined in-plane video space

resolution. By reducing the distance, the pointer 601a will end up at pointer location

600b.

[0073] In a vertical spanning mode, the pointer may have a similar, but different

calibration. In a vertical spanning mode, the second distance or vertical direction may

be reduced by a factor of two. In other words, the second distance may be reduced by



a ratio of a vertical component of the touch screen 600 resolution and a vertical

component of the combined in-plane video space resolution.

[0074] The example discussed herein illustrates the use of the pointer when

images from the combined in-plane video space are displayed on a single screen as

illustrate in FIG. 5A. However, it will be appreciated that the same result occurs

when the images are presented in a multi-layer display device as illustrated in FIG.

5B. For example, if the pointer is not calibrated, it may move from the front display

screen 18a to the back display screen 18c.

[0075] It will know be known that the pointer may be altered or calibrated in other

ways in order to correct for the mismatch and the examples set forth above are not

intended to be limiting. For example, the calibration software may limit the pointer

movements to the front display, despite differences between the front display

resolution and the resolution for the combined in-plane video space. In another

example, if the combined in-plane video space has three portions in a horizontal

spanning mode, representing three display screens in a multi-layer display device, the

first distance may be reduced by a ratio of the first display screen resolution and the

resolution of the combined in-plane video space, which may be 1/3.

[0076] FIG. 7 illustrates a flowchart of an exemplary method for presenting

images on each screen of a multi-layer display device. It will be readily appreciated

that the method and illustrative flowchart provided herein are merely exemplary, and

that the present invention may be practiced in a wide variety of suitable ways. While

the provided flowchart may be comprehensive in some respects, it will be readily

understood that not every step provided is necessary, that other steps can be included,

and that the order of steps might be rearranged as desired.

[0077] A single video data or visual image signal may be created for presentation

on a multi-layer display device at 700. As noted above, the single video data or visual

image signal may be a combined in-plane video space that may allow a single video

display device (e.g., using a single video card, processor, and the like) to drive a 3-D

display device with multiple layer display panels. This combined in-plane video space

may assist in the development of the video or other visual image output for front and

back multi-layer displays since a single video data or visual image signal may be

created rather than many individual visual image signals.

[0078] The combined single plane video space may be used having a first portion

that may transfer video data or other visual images to be displayed on a corresponding



front display screen at 702 and a second portion that may transfer video data or other

visual images to a corresponding back display screen at 704. The combined single

plane video space may be in any known single plane spanning mode, such as in a

horizontal spanning mode, where the first portion is positioned adjacent, in a side-by-

side orientation, the second portion, or in a vertical spanning mode where the first

portion is above the second portion. Although only two portions representing two

multi-layer display screens are shown for purposes of illustration, it will be readily

appreciated that images for one or more additional display screens may also be

provided on the combined in-plane video space.

[0079] Use of the combined single plane video space allows for the use of a single

logic device or controller to present displayed images to all multi-layer display

screens. This can reduce cost and complexity for a gaming machine and may be used

on a gaming machine with very limited resources. Furthermore, use of a single

controller allows for better graphic designs, as one single image and/or animation may

be designed and programmed to run natively according to the resolution of the

combined in-plane video space, which may be the combined resolution of the front

display and the back display, rather than designing two separate display images for a

separate controller for each individual multi-layer display screen.

[0080] When the combined single plane video space is used with a pointer, touch

screen, mouse, or any other input device at 706, a difficulty with the software

configuration may be that movement of input on the touch screen does not match

dimensions of the combined single plane video space. Thus, movement of a pointer

on the screen may be distorted or mismatched. If the combined in-plane video space

is in a horizontal spanning mode at 708, the pointer may be calibrated by reducing the

horizontal distance of the pointer by a ratio of a horizontal component of the first

display resolution and a horizontal component of the overall combined single plane

video space resolution at 710. If the screen is not in a horizontal spanning mode at

708 (e.g. in a vertical spanning mode), the pointer may be calibrated by reducing the

vertical distance of the pointer by a ratio of the vertical component of the first display

resolution and a vertical component of the overall combined single plane video space

resolution at 712. It will be known that the horizontal and vertical components

correspond to the horizontal and vertical component of a resolution. For example, a

screen having a resolution of 1820x1074 will have a horizontal component of 1820

and a vertical component of 1074.



Generally, this prevents the pointer from moving at its normal speed since the screen

may be set at a higher resolution.

[0081] While the foregoing method has been described with respect to specific

screen resolutions they are not intended to be limiting as any resolution may be used.

Additionally, although the foregoing invention has been described in detail by way of

illustration and example for purposes of clarity and understanding, it will be

recognized that the above described invention may be embodied in numerous other

specific variations and embodiments without departing from the spirit or essential

characteristics of the invention. Certain changes and modifications may be practiced,

and it is understood that the invention is not to be limited by the foregoing details, but

rather is to be defined by the scope of the appended claims.



CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A display system configured to display images on a single screen that are also

adapted for display on an associated multi-layer display device having a plurality of

display screens, comprising:

a single display screen having a first display portion corresponding to a first display

screen of the associated multi-layer display device, the first display portion containing

a first visual image, and a second display portion corresponding to a second display

screen of the multi-layer display device, the second display portion containing a

second visual image, wherein the first display portion and second display portion

combine to form a combined single plane visual image; and

a logic device in communication with the single display screen and configured to

process the combined single plane visual image for display on said single display

screen.

2 . The display system of claim 1, wherein the combined single plane visual

image has a resolution equal to the sum of a first resolution of the first display screen

of the associated multi-layer display device and a second resolution of the second

display screen of the associated multi-layer display device.

3 . The display system of claim 1, wherein the first display portion is positioned

in a substantially side-by-side orientation adjacent to the second display portion on the

single display screen.

4 . The display system of claim 3, further comprising a pointer configured to be

displayed on the first display screen, the pointer further configured to be moved a first

distance in a horizontal direction and a second distance in a vertical direction,

wherein the first distance is reduced by a ratio of a horizontal component of

the first resolution and a horizontal component of the resolution of the combined

single plane visual image.

5 . The display system of claim 1, wherein the first portion is positioned above or

below the second portion on the single display screen.

6 . The display system of claim 5, further comprising a pointer configured to be

displayed on the first display screen, the pointer further configured to be moved a first

distance in a horizontal direction and a second distance in a vertical direction,



wherein the second distance is reduced by a ratio of a vertical component of

the first resolution and a vertical component of the resolution of the combined single

plane visual image.

7 . The display system of claim 1, further comprising:

a third display portion corresponding to a third display screen of the multi

layer display device,

wherein the combined single plane visual image data further comprises a third

visual image contained in the third display portion and displayed on the third display

screen.

8. A method for presenting images in a multi-layer display device having a first

display screen and a second display screen, the second display screen arranged

relative to the first display screen such that a common line of sight passes through a

portion of the first display screen to a portion of the second display screen, the method

comprising:

creating a combined single plane image, the single plane image having a first image

portion corresponding to images to be displayed on the first display screen and a

second image portion corresponding to images to be displayed on the second display

screen;

transmitting the first image portion to the first display screen; and

transmitting the second image portion to the second display screen.

9 . The method of claim 8, further comprising setting a resolution of the

combined single plane image to a sum of a first resolution of the first display screen

and a second resolution of the second display screen.

10. The method of claim 8, further comprising positioning the first image portion

in a substantially side-by-side orientation adjacent the second image portion.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising:

receiving an input indicating movement of a pointer on one of the first or

second display screens a first distance in a horizontal direction and a second distance

in a vertical direction;

reducing the first distance by multiplying the first distance by a ratio of a

horizontal component of the first resolution and a horizontal component of the

resolution of the combined single plane image; and

displaying the pointer at the new location based upon the reduced first

distance.



12. The method of claim 8, further comprising positioning the first image portion

above or below the second image portion.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising:

receiving an input indicating movement of a pointer on one of the first or

second display screens a first distance in a horizontal direction and a second distance

in a vertical direction;

reducing the second distance by multiplying the second distance by a ratio of a

vertical component of the first resolution and a vertical component of the resolution of

the combined single plane image; and

displaying the pointer at the new location based upon the reduced second

distance.

14. An apparatus for presenting images in a multi-layer display device,

comprising:

a first display screen having a first resolution and adapted to present a first

visual image thereon;

a second display screen having a second resolution and adapted to present a

second visual image thereon, the second display screen arranged relative to the first

display screen such that a common line of sight passes through a portion of the first

display screen to a portion of the second display screen;

means for creating a combined single plane image, the single plane image having a

first image portion corresponding to images to be displayed on the first display screen

and a second image portion corresponding to images to be displayed on the second

display screen;

means for transmitting the first image portion to the first display screen; and

means for transmitting the second image portion to the second display screen.

15. The apparatus of claim 14, further comprising means for setting a resolution of

the combined single plane image to a sum of the first resolution and the second

resolution.

16. The apparatus of claim 14, further comprising means for positioning the first

image portion in a substantially side-by-side orientation adjacent the second image

portion.



17. The apparatus of claim 16, further comprising:

means for receiving an input indicating movement of a pointer on one of the

first or second display screens a first distance in a horizontal direction and a second

distance in a vertical direction;

means for reducing the first distance by multiplying the first distance by a

ratio of a horizontal component of the first resolution and a horizontal component of

the resolution of the combined single plane image; and

means for displaying the pointer at the new location based upon the reduced

first distance.

18. The apparatus of claim 14, further comprising means for positioning the first

image portion above or below the second image portion.

19. The apparatus of claim 18, further comprising:

means for receiving an input indicating movement of a pointer on one of the

first or second display screens a first distance in a horizontal direction and a second

distance in a vertical direction;

means for reducing the second distance by multiplying the second distance by

a ratio of a vertical component of the first resolution and a vertical component of the

resolution of the combined single plane image; and

means for displaying the pointer at the new location based upon the reduced

second distance.

20. A method for determining a new location of a pointer on a multi-layer display

device having a first display screen and a second display screen, the second display

screen arranged relative to the first display screen such that a common line of sight

passes through a portion of the first display screen to a portion of the second display

screen, the method comprising:

displaying a combined single plane image on the first display screen and the second

display screen,

wherein the combined single plane image has a first image portion corresponding to

images to be displayed on the first display screen and a second image portion

corresponding to images to be displayed on the second display screen;

receiving an input from an input device indicating movement of the pointer displayed

on the first video display screen a first distance in a horizontal direction and a second

distance in a vertical direction;



reducing either the first or second distance by multiplying the first or second

distance by a ratio of a first display screen resolution and a combined image

resolution; and

displaying the pointer at the new location based upon the reduced first or

second distance.

2 1. The method of claim 20, further comprising reducing a speed of the pointer by

multiplying the speed by a ratio of the first display resolution and the combined single

plane image resolution.

22. The method of claim 20, wherein the first distance is reduced if the first image

portion is positioned in a substantially side-by-side orientation adjacent the second

image portion.

23. The method of claim 20, wherein the second distance is reduced if the first

image portion is positioned above or below the second image portion.

24. A gaming machine, comprising:

a first display screen having a first resolution and adapted to present a first visual

image thereon;

a second display screen having a second resolution and adapted to present a second

visual image thereon, the second display screen arranged relative to the first video

display screen such that a common line of sight passes through a portion of the first

display screen to a portion of the second display screen; and

a logic device configured to communicate with the first display screen and the second

display screen and configured to receive a combined single plane visual image for

display on the first and second display screen, the combined visual image having a

first portion corresponding to the first visual image to be displayed on the first display

screen and a second portion corresponding to the second visual image to be displayed

on the second display screen,

wherein the logic device is configured to transmit the first visual image to the first

display screen and the second visual image to the second display screen.

25. The gaming machine of claim 24, wherein the single combined visual image

has a resolution equal to the sum of the first resolution and the second resolution.

26. The gaming machine of claim 24, wherein the first portion is positioned in a

substantially side-by-side orientation adjacent to the second portion.



27. The gaming machine of claim 26, further comprising a pointer configured to

be displayed on the first display screen, the pointer further configured to be moved a

first distance in a horizontal direction and a second distance in a vertical direction,

wherein the first distance is reduced by a ratio of a horizontal component of

the first resolution and a horizontal component of the resolution of the combined

visual image.

28. The gaming machine of claim 24, wherein the first portion is positioned above

or below the second portion.

29. The gaming machine of claim 28, further comprising a pointer configured to

be displayed on the first display screen, the pointer further configured to be moved a

first distance in a horizontal direction and a second distance in a vertical direction,

wherein the second distance is reduced by a ratio of a vertical component of

the first resolution and a vertical component of the resolution of the combined visual

image.

30. The gaming machine of claim 24, wherein the logic device is a video card

having a plurality of output ports.

31. A system for displaying images on a multi-layer display device, comprising:

a first display screen having a first resolution and adapted to present a first visual

image thereon;

a second display screen having a second resolution and adapted to present a second

visual image thereon, the second display screen arranged relative to the first display

screen such that a common line of sight passes through a portion of the first display

screen to a portion of the second display screen; and

a logic device configured to communicate with the first display screen and the second

display screen and configured to receive a combined single plane visual image for

display on the first and second display screen, the combined visual image having a

first portion corresponding to the first visual image to be displayed on the first display

screen and a second portion corresponding to the second visual image to be displayed

on the second display screen,

wherein the logic device is configured to transmit the first visual image to the first

display screen and the second visual image to the second display screen.

32. The system of claim 31, wherein the combined single plane visual image has a

resolution equal to the sum of the first resolution and the second resolution.



33. The system of claim 31, wherein the first portion is positioned in a

substantially side-by-side orientation adjacent to the second portion.

34. The system of claim 33, further comprising a pointer configured to be

displayed on the first display screen, the pointer further configured to be moved a first

distance in a horizontal direction and a second distance in a vertical direction,

wherein the first distance is reduced by a ratio of a horizontal component of

the first resolution and a horizontal component of the resolution of the combined

single plane visual image.

35. The system of claim 31, wherein the first portion is positioned above or below

the second portion.

36. The system of claim 35, further comprising a pointer configured to be

displayed on the first display screen, the pointer further configured to be moved a first

distance in a horizontal direction and a second distance in a vertical direction,

wherein the second distance is reduced by a ratio of a vertical component of

the first resolution and a vertical component of the resolution of the combined single

plane visual image.

37. The system of claim 31, wherein the logic device is a video card having a

plurality of output ports.
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